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Populist Parties in Europe
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize in Non-Fiction. This book is a landmark in American political thought. Preeminent Richard
Hofstadter examines the passion for progress and reform that colored the entire period from 1890 to 1940 with startling
and stimulating results. The Age of Reform searches out the moral and emotional motives of the reformers the myths and
dreams in which they believed, and the realities with which they had to compromise.

The Literary Digest
Populism in the South Revisited
Since the original edition of Dynamics of the Party System was published in 1973, American politics have continued on a
tumultuous course. In the vacuum left by the decline of the Democratic and Republican parties, single-interest groups have
risen and flourished. Protest movements on the left and the New Right at the opposite pole have challenged and divided the
major parties, and the Reagan Revolution--in reversing a fifty-year trend toward governmental expansion--may turn out to
have revolutionized the party system too. In this edition, as in the first, current political trends and events are placed in a
historical and theoretical context. Focusing upon three major realignments of the past--those of the 1850s, the 1890s, and
the 1930s--Sundquist traces the processes by which basic transformations of the country's two-party system occur. From
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the historical case studies, he fashions a theory as to the why and how of party realignment, then applies it to current and
recent developments, through the first two years of the Reagan presidency and the midterm election of 1982. The
theoretical sections of the first edition are refined in this one, the historical sections are revised to take account of recent
scholarship, and the chapters dealing with the postwar period are almost wholly rewritten. The conclusion of the original
work is, in general, confirmed: the existing party system is likely to be strengthened as public attention is again riveted on
domestic economic issues, and the headlong trend of recent decades toward political independence and party
disintegration reversed, at least for a time.

Ethnic Women and Feminist Values
The Making of the Populist Movement
Modern philosophy has benefited immensely from the intelligence, and sensitivity, the creative and critical energies, and
the lucidity of Polish scholars. Their investigations into the logical and methodological foundations of mathematics, the
physical and biological sciences, ethics and esthetics, psychology, linguistics, economics and jurisprudence, and the social
science- all are marked by profound and imaginative work. To the centers of empiricist philosophy of science in Vienna,
Berlin and Cambridge during the first half of this century, one always added the great school of analytic and methodol
ogical studies in Warsaw and Lwow. To the world centers of Marxist theoretical practice in Berlin, Moscow, Paris, Rome and
elsewhere, one must add the Poland of the same era, from Ludwik Krzywicki (1859-1941) onward. American socialists and
economists will remember the careful work of Oscar Lange, working among us for many years and then after 1945 in
Warsaw, always humane, logical, objective. In this volume, our friend and colleague, Jerzy J. Wiatr, has assembled a
representative set of recent essays by Polish social scientists and philosophers. Each of these might lead the reader far
beyond this book, to look into the Polish Sociological Bulletin which has been publishing Polish sociological studies in English
for several decades, to study other translations of books and papers by these authors, and to reflect upon the interplay of
logical, phenomenological, Marxist, empiricist and historical learning in modern Polish social understanding.

Salvos Against the New Deal
The Promise of the New South
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Watson's Jeffersonian Magazine
Populism is a concept that is currently in vogue among political commentators and, more often than not, used pejoratively.
The phenomenon of populism is typically seen as something adverse and, in the European context routinely related to
xenophobic politics. What populism exactly is and who its main representatives are, however, often remains unclear. This
text has two main aims: to identify populist parties in 21st century Europe and to explain their electoral performance. It
argues that populist parties should not be dismissed as dangerous pariahs out of hand but rather that their rise tells us
something about the state of representative democracy. The study has a broad scope, including populist parties of various
ideological kinds – thus moving beyond examples of the ‘right’ – and covering long-established Western European countries
as well as post-communist countries in Central and Eastern Europe. It presents the results of an innovative mixed-methods
research project, combining a fuzzy set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (fsQCA) of populist parties in 31 European
countries with three in-depth case studies of the Netherlands, Poland and the United Kingdom.

The American
Group Politics and Social Movements in Canada, Second Edition updates and expands its exploration of a wide range of
organized group and social movement activity in Canadian politics. Particularly distinctive is the inclusion of Quebec
nationalism and Aboriginal politics. Many other areas of collective activity are also included: the Occupy movement and antipoverty organizing, ethnocultural political mobilization, disability, lesbian and gay politics, feminism, farmers and organized
interests in agriculture, Christian evangelical groups, environment, and health movements. Contributors to the collection
employ a number of theoretical perspectives from political science and sociology to describe the evolution of organized
groups and movements and to evaluate successes in exercising influence on Canadian politics. Each chapter provides an
overview of the group or movement along with an account of its main networks and organizations, strategies, goals,
successes, and failures.

Group Politics and Social Movements in Canada, Second Edition
Articulates the intersection of anarchism and poststructuralism in order to frame a new approach to politics:
'postanarchism'.

The Louisiana Populist Movement, 1881-1900
When it comes to explaining the origins of electoral populism in the United States, we often look to the characteristics and
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conditions of voters, overlooking the reasons why populist candidates emerge in the first place. In The Making of the
Populist Movement, Adam Slez argues that the rise of electoral populism in the American West was a strategic response to
a political environment in which the configuration of positions was literally locked in place, precluding the success of new
contenders or otherwise marginal competitors. Combining traditional forms of historical inquiry with innovations in network
analysis and spatial statistics, he shows how the expansion of state and market drove the push for market regulation in
southern Dakota, where an insurgent farmers' movement looked to third-party alternatives as a means of affecting change.
In the context of western settlement, the struggle for political power was synonymous with the struggle for position in an
emerging urban hierarchy. As inequities in the spatial distribution of resources became more pronounced, appeals to
agrarian populism became a powerful political tool with which to wage partisan war. Offering a fresh take on the origins of
electoral populism in the United States, The Making of the Populist Movement contributes to our understanding of political
action by explicitly linking the evolution of the political field to the transformation of physical space through concerted
action on the part of elites.

The Agrarian Seeds of Empire
Twentieth Century
Dynamics of the Party System
Politics of Postanarchism
Reclaiming The American Democratic Impulse
The Price Current-grain Reporter Year Book
A Rhetorical Analysis of the Populist Movement in North Carolina, 1892-1896
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"This book is about the decline of freedom in America," Lawrence Goodwyn writes, and he then proceeds to overturn three
generations of historical literature on Populism and to cast a radically new light on what he calls the undemocratic
"progressive society" of twentieth-century America. Designed as a protest against special privilege and the growing
despotism of industrialism, Populism brought together farmer and worker, black and white. The agrarian revolt began in
Texas in the 1870s, spread throughout the South and Midwest, and reached its apex as the People's Party in the early
1890s, dedicated to a fundamental restructuring of finance capitalism and the American banking system. The movement
was exploited in William Jennings Bryan's 1896 presidential bid and then disintegrated, leaving us with a
word--"populist"--Which is today much used and misused.--Publisher's description.

Dallas
Populism in Alabama
The Populist Revolt
This study is an investigation into US political development as it emerged to deal with agrarian resistance to the transition
to capitalism and agro-industrial development.

Europe
From the ruthless deals of the Ewing clan on TV's "Dallas" to the impeccable customer service of Neiman-Marcus, doing
business has long been the hallmark of Dallas. Beginning in the 1920s and 1930s, Dallas business leaders amassed
unprecedented political power and civic influence, which remained largely unchallenged until the 1970s. In this innovative
history, Patricia Evridge Hill explores the building of Dallas in the years before business interests rose to such prominence
(1880 to 1940) and discovers that many groups contributed to the development of the modern city. In particular, she looks
at the activities of organized labor, women's groups, racial minorities, Populist and socialist radicals, and progressive
reformers—all of whom competed and compromised with local business leaders in the decades before the Great
Depression. This research challenges the popular view that business interests have always run Dallas and offers a
historically accurate picture of the city's development. The legacy of pluralism that Hill uncovers shows that Dallas can
accommodate dissent and conflict as it moves toward a more inclusive public life. Dallas will be fascinating and important
reading for all Texans, as well as for all students of urban development.
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The Farmers Alliance and the Populist Party in West Tennessee, 1887-1892
In Standards of Value, Michael Germana reveals how tectonic shifts in U.S. monetary policy—from the Coinage Act of 1834
to the abolition of the domestic gold standard in 1933–34—correspond to strategic changes by American writers who
renegotiated the value of racial difference. Populating the pages of this bold and innovative study are authors as varied as
Harriet Beecher Stowe, George Washington Cable, Charles Chesnutt, James Weldon Johnson, Nella Larsen, Jessie Redmon
Fauset, and Ralph Ellison—all of whom drew analogies between the form Americans thought the nation's money should take
and the form they thought race relations and the nation should take. A cultural history of race organized around and
enmeshed within the theories of literary and monetary value, Standards of Value also recovers a rhetorical tradition in
American culture whose echoes can be found in the visual and lyrical grammars of hip hop, the paintings of John W. Jones
and Michael Ray Charles, the cinematography of Spike Lee, and many other contemporary forms and texts. This
reconsideration of American literature and cultural history has implications for how we value literary texts and how we read
shifting standards of value. In vivid prose, Germana explains why dollars and cents appear where black and white bodies
meet in American novels, how U.S. monetary policy gave these symbols their cultural currency, and why it matters for
scholars of literary and cultural studies.

Polish Essays in the Methodology of the Social Sciences
The new edition of this bestseller in American government has been aggressively revised to provide the most in-depth and
current coverage of the 2004 elections, the beginnings of the second George W. Bush administration, and the ongoing wars
on terror and in Iraq while also providing expansive new coverage of the United States' and Texas's Constitutional roots.
The Texas Edition includes seven complete chapters on Texas government and politics. Written with the belief that students
must first understand how American government developed to fully understand the issues facing our nation today,
O'Connor/Sabato offers the strongest coverage of both history and current events on the market today. The new edition
provides deeper coverage of both history and events today by exploring the Constitutional roots of our system and how
those roots are relevant and often challenged today. The authors also continue their commitment to currency and studentrelevance by providing up-to-the-minute coverage of the new Bush administration, the ongoing war in Iraq, etc.

American Government
Distributed by the University of Nebraska Press for Caxton Press In response to the Great Depression FDR rolled out the
collection of sweeping reforms known as the New Deal - and few dared to oppose them. However, Saturday Evening Post
columnist Garet Garrett believed that the reforms would permanently alter and damage the American way of life - so, at
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great risk to his own career - oppose them he did.

Left Radicalism and Populism in Europe
The Age of Reform
A major reinterpretation of the Populist movement, this text argues that the Populists were modern people, rejecting the
notion that Populism opposed modernity and progress.

Debt and Taxes
Coin's Financial School Up to Date
The Public
Populist Revolt was first published in 1931. Minnesota Archive Editions uses digital technology to make long-unavailable
books once again accessible, and are published unaltered from the original University of Minnesota Press editions. When
The Populist Revolt was originally published, the New York Times critic called it "far and away the best account of populism
that we have—and one not likely to be replaced." That prophecy proved right; the book has not been replaced, and
historians and critics agree that it is the definitive work on its subject. Now it is made available once more, after being out
of print for some time. This is a history of the Farmers' Alliance and the People's Party, under whose banners a great
crusade for farm relief was waged in the 1880's and 1890's. As important as the chronicle of the political movement itself is
the detailed picture which Professor Hicks gives of the conditions which set the stage for this agrarian revolt. He describes
the inequities and malpractices which beset both the new settlers of the West and the poverty-ridden whites and Negroes
of the South following the Civil War. The story of Populism itself is a lively one, people with such picturesque leaders as
"Pitchfork" Ben Tillman of South Carolina, "Sockless" Jerry Simpson and Mary Elizabeth Lease—the "Patrick Henry in
petticoats"—of Kansas, "Bloody Bridles" Waite of Colorado, Thomas E. Watson of Georgia, Dr. C. W. Macune of Texas, James
B. Weaver of Iowa, and Ignatius Donnelly of Minnesota. In these pages, Professor Hicks has, as Frederic L. Paxson pointed
out, "presented the case for Populism better than the Populists themselves could do it." Henry Steele Commanger calls the
book a "thorough, scholarly, sympathetic and spirited history of the entire Populist movement."
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Democratic Promise
The Review of Reviews
In his recent book, The Liberty Amendments, Mark Levin promotes the enactment of 10 amendments to the U. S.
Constitution, using the second method of amendment outlined in Article V of the Constitution of 1788. Levin offers no clues
to how or why he thinks on the 1000th effort, this path of amendment would be successful.

The Bulletin of the American Iron and Steel Association
The Populist movement of the late nineteenth century represents one of the largest third-party challenges in American
history. Throughout the South widespread drops in crop prices led to agrarian revolt, which contributed to the movement's
popularity. Yet, in the largely rural state of Louisiana, despite the political group's focus on empowering distressed farmers,
this challenge proved far less successful. In Donna A. Barnes's The Louisiana Populist Movement the question of
ineffectuality makes an intriguing political case study of the Pelican State and Populism. Emerging in the 1890s as the
political wing of the Southern Farmers' Alliance, the Populists, or People's Party, garnered the support of millions of rural
southerners. But the affiliated Louisiana party struggled to spread beyond a limited number of parishes in the northern and
central part of the state. According to Barnes, the movement's relatively poor mobilization record provides an excellent
opportunity to explore factors that impede social growth. Most scholars, she contends, often focus on the emergence and
rise of successful political organizations and overlook the valuable observations to be found within less successful
movements, such as Louisiana Populism. In her evaluation, Barnes points to racial division as the factor that undermined
the Populist cause in Louisiana. The Democratic Party saw the agenda of the Populist movement as a threat to white
supremacy and thus, when paired with the 1898 state constitution that disfranchised poor rural whites and most blacks,
predestined the People's Party to poor public reception. Based on an array of archival research, Barnes's study offers the
definitive source for the history of the Louisiana Populist Movement as well as a multidimensional theoretical analysis of the
factors behind the movement's failure.

The populist revolt
At a public picnic in the South in the 1890s, a young man paid five cents for his first chance to hear the revolutionary Edison
talking machine. He eagerly listened as the soundman placed the needle down, only to find that through the tubes he held
to his ears came the chilling sounds of a lynching. In this story, with its blend of new technology and old hatreds, genteel
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picnics and mob violence, Edward Ayers captures the history of the South in the years between Reconstruction and the turn
of the century. Ranging from the Georgia coast to the Tennessee mountains, from the power brokers to tenant farmers,
Ayers depicts a land of startling contrasts. Ayers takes us from remote Southern towns, revolutionized by the spread of the
railroads, to the statehouses where Democratic Redeemers swept away the legacy of Reconstruction; from the small
farmers, trapped into growing nothing but cotton, to the new industries of Birmingham; from abuse and intimacy in the
family to tumultuous public meetings of the prohibitionists. He explores every aspect of society, politics, and the economy,
detailing the importance of each in the emerging New South. Central to the entire story is the role of race relations, from
alliances and friendships between blacks and whites to the spread of Jim Crows laws and disfranchisement. The teeming
nineteenth-century South comes to life in these pages. When this book first appeared in 1992, it won a broad array of prizes
and was a finalist for both the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize. The citation for the National Book Award declared
Promise of the New South a vivid and masterfully detailed picture of the evolution of a new society. The Atlantic called it
"one of the broadest and most original interpretations of southern history of the past twenty years.

Standards of Value
Modern Europe is a patchwork quilt in which a diverse array of national cultures have been pieced into one community. In
Europe: A Heritage, a Challenge, a Promise, Jan Berting reckons with a continent at a turning point in its history, arguing
that Europe must balance its urge to modernize with a respect for its shared legacy. As Europe struggles with the tension
between its past and its future, Berting pinpoints challenges to modernization and proposes intriguing solutions. He
addresses topics as varied as the rise of Islam, political liberalism, and individual freedoms in this comprehensive volume
sure to interest all those invested in the future of Europe.

The Public
A new theoretical analysis of the rise of Donald Trump, Marine le Pen, Nigel Farage, Geert Wilders, Silvio Berlusconi, and
Viktor Orbán.

Cultural Backlash and the Rise of Populism
While there has been much focus in recent times on the rise of right-wing populism in Europe, there has been surprisingly
little material on the phenomenon of left-wing populism. This edited collection seeks to fill that gap with an investigation of
the relationship between the radical left and populism. Featuring a broad range of historical and contemporary case studies
from across Europe, this is a much-needed empirical account of this phenomenon. This book will be of considerable interest
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to researchers, scholars and students of left radicalism, European politics and the politics of social movements. It will also
appeal to appeal to non-academic audiences, especially party and social movement activists because of its politically
salient topic and its historical and comparative focus.

Populism
A political expert and an economic expert analyze America's current economic, tax, and budget woes in the context of
ideology and philosophy in America's long political history. 10,000 first printing.

The Populist Vision
The Populist Movement was the largest mass movement for political and economic change in the history of the American
South until the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s and 1960s. The Populist Movement in this book is defined as the
Farmers’ Alliance and the People’s Party, as well as the Agricultural Wheel and Knights of Labor in the 1880s and 1890s.
The Populists threatened the political hegemony of the white racist southern Democratic Party during populism’s high point
in the mid-1890s; and the populists threw the New South into a state of turmoil. Populism in the South Revisited: New
Interpretations and New Departures brings together nine of the best new works on the populist movement in the South that
grapple with several larger themes—such as the nature of political insurgency, the relationship between African Americans
and whites, electoral reform, new economic policies and producerism, and the relationship between rural and urban
areas—in case studies that center on several states and at the local level. Each essay offers both new research and new
interpretations into the causes, course, and consequences of the populist insurgency. One essay analyzes how notions of
debt informed the Populist insurgency in North Carolina, the one state where the Populists achieved statewide power, while
another analyzes the Populists’ failed attempts in Grant Parish, Louisiana, to align with African Americans and Republicans
to topple the incumbent Democrats. Other topics covered include populist grassroots organizing with African Americans to
stop disfranchisement in North Carolina; the Knights of Labor and the relationship with populism in Georgia; organizing
urban populism in Dallas, Texas; Tom Watson’s relationship with Midwest Populism; the centrality of African Americans in
populism, a comparative analysis of Populism across the Deep South, and how the rhetoric and ideology of populism
impacted socialism and the Garvey movement in the early twentieth century. Together these studies offer new insights into
the nature of southern populism and the legacy of the Peoples’ Party in the South.

The Literary Digest
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